On September 23, 2022, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) Tallahassee Regional Operations Center (TROC) responded to the Florida State Capitol Building located at 400 South Monroe Street located in Tallahassee, Florida in reference to a death in the building. A male subject, who was attending a meeting in the Capitol, was found unresponsive. The male subject was transported by Leon County Emergency Medical Services to Tallahassee Memorial Hospital (TMH) were he was pronounced deceased by medical staff. Initial investigation indicated that the death was the result of a medical condition.

Specifically, this Investigative Report will document and summarize FDLE Tallahassee Regional Operations Center (TROC) response to the Florida State Capitol Building located in Tallahassee, Florida for a death investigation.

On September 23, 2022, at approximately 3:30 PM, Special Agent (SA) Larry Shallar, SA Logan Wilcox, and FDLE Capitol Police Investigator (Inv.) Douglas Stribling arrived at the Florida State Capitol Building located at 400 South Monroe Street, Tallahassee, Florida. Upon arrival SA Shallar, SA Wilcox, and Inv. Stribling responded to the FDLE Capitol Police Communication Center and contacted FDLE Capitol Police Duty Officer Sierra Evans in reference to reviewing video captured of the incident.

SA Shallar, SA Wilcox, and Inv. Stribling reviewed the video captured of the incident and notated the following.

At approximately 1:44 PM, Peter Victor Antonacci is observed sitting Conference Room during a meeting. Mr. Antonacci is observed sitting in a chair with his arms crossed away from the conference table.

At approximately 1:46 PM, Mr. Antonacci is observed standing up and walking out of the conference room. Upon exiting the conference room, Mr. Antonacci is observed staggering as he moved forward until he collapsed to the floor. Mr. Antonacci did not appear to move once he collapsed to the floor.

At approximately 2:10 PM, FDLE Commissioner Mark Glass is observed responding to Mr.
Antonacci on the floor and initiated life saving measures (CPR; cardiopulmonary resuscitation) with the assistance of FDLE Chief of Staff Shane Desguin.

At approximately 2:11 PM, FDLE Capitol Police is observed responding to Mr. Antonacci with the AED (automated external defibrillator) and assisting with live saving measures until Leon County Emergency Medical Services arrived.

FDLE Capitol Police Duty Officer Sierra Evans provided SA Shallar with a copy the FDLE Capitol Police Call History Record.

SA Shallar read the Call History Record and noted that at approximately 2:34 PM Leon County Emergency Medical Services transported Mr. Antonacci to the Tallahassee Memorial Hospital (TMH).

SA Shallar, SA Wilcox, and Inv. Stribling then responded to the conference room and hallway. SA Shallar took photographs of the conference room where Mr. Antonacci was attending a meeting and photographs of the hallway where Mr. Antonacci collapsed.

SA Shallar, SA Wilcox, and Inv. Stribling conducted interviews of all parties involved in the incident. The interviews will be documented in separate investigative reports.

SA Sean Wheeler responded to Tallahassee Memorial Hospital (TMH) and his findings will be documented in a separate investigative report.

A copy of FDLE Capitol Police Call History Record will be electronically maintained as related item INV-1.

A copy of the scene photographs taken by SA Shallar will be electronically maintained as related item INV-2.

No further information, end page.
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On September 23, 2022, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) Tallahassee Regional Operations Center (TROC) responded to the Florida State Capitol Building located at 400 South Monroe Street located in Tallahassee, Florida in reference to a death in the building. A male subject (Peter Victor Antonacci), who was attending a meeting in the Capitol, was found unresponsive. The male subject was transported by Leon County Emergency Medical Services to Tallahassee Memorial Hospital (TMH) where he was pronounced deceased by medical staff. Initial investigation indicated that the death was the result of a medical condition.

At approximately 3:30 pm, FDLE Capitol Police (CP) Investigator (Inv.) Douglas Stribling was assigned to work with FDLE Tallahassee Regional Operations Center (TROC) Special Agents (SA) Logan Wilcox and SA Larry Shallar in order to assist with this investigation.

At approximately 3:50 pm, SA Wilcox, SA Shaller, and Inv. Stribling arrived at the Florida Capitol Building. All three (3) FDLE members went to FDLE CP Dispatch in an attempt to review available video footage from Conference Room area during the time of the medical incident. The three (3) FDLE members then went to Conference Room in order to see the location of the medical call. While on scene, SA Wilcox, SA Shaller, and Inv. Stribling interviewed the CP Officers that responded to the medical call. The following CP members were interviewed: David Zimmerman, Clyde Merritt, William Sadler, and Michael Roland. Officer Tim Rice and Sergeant Jeff Tharp had already left for the day. Officers Zimmerman, Merritt, Sadler, and Roland provided audio recorded statements, that will be a part of SA Shaller's Investigative Report. According to statements made by CP members, Officer Tim Rice was the first CP member on scene with the medical bag. Officer Rice had been stationed. The Automated External Defibrillator was brought to the scene shortly thereafter and the two (2) pads were applied to Antonacci's chest. However, the machine never indicated that a shock was advised. CP members took over Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) from CoS Desguin until relieved by Leon County EMS members.

At approximately 5:30 pm, SA Wilcox, SA Shaller, and Inv. Stribling went to FDLE Headquarters
located at 2331 Phillips Road, Tallahassee, FL in order to interview FDLE Commissioner (Comm.) Mark Glass, FDLE Chief of Staff (CoS) Shane Desguin, and FDLE Director of Executive Investigations (Dir.) Scott McInerney. Comm. Glass, CoS Desguin, and Dir. McInerney were in the meeting with Antonacci when he stepped out of the room and was found in the hallway by Comm. Glass. All provided audio recorded statements, that will be a part of SA Shaller’s Investigative Report. Comm. Glass advised that he discovered Antonacci on the floor of the [Redacted] Comm Glass yelled in the direction of the Governor’s Conference Room in order to obtain CoS Desguin’s attention. The second time Comm. Glass yelled toward the Room, CoS Desguin heard the call and ran towards Comm. Glass in the hallway. When CoS Desguin arrived, he took over CPR from Comm. Glass. Shortly after that, CP arrived with the first aid bag and AED.

At approximately 6:15pm, Inv. Stirling made contact with CP Duty Officer Supervisor Suzanne Griffin via phone/email and asked if she could provide all the Dispatch audio files for this event, all the phone calls for this event, all camera footage for this event (to include cameras [Redacted] and [Redacted]). Camera [Redacted] is the [Redacted] Camera [Redacted] is another camera in the [Redacted] but Inv. Stirling was advised that it was not working. Camera [Redacted] is the camera for the hallway outside the [Redacted] Inv. Stirling requested all video files of the incident from when the meeting begins in [Redacted] Conference Room until Antonacci leaves the area via Leon County EMS.

On Monday, September 26, 2022, at approximately 4:30pm, FDLE Capitol Police (CP) Investigator (Inv.) Douglas Stirling received the requested information from Investigative Report #1. Inv. Stirling received: SmartCAD notes, Dispatch audio files, Phone call audio recordings, Camera footage from cameras [Redacted] and Camera [Redacted]. Inv. Stirling obtained the a portion of the video when the meeting starts.

View from Camera [Redacted]:
According to the date/time stamp on video "sickperson92322#4" on 09/23/2022 at approximately 1:29:26pm, the group enters the room from the [Redacted] and sits down in various chairs. There is no audio in the video. There are eleven (11) people in this meeting. On the bottom right side of the screen is unknown white male, to the right of him is Bradley McVay, then an unknown white female, then Florida Secretary of State James C. Byrd Top left of the screen is Antonacci in a sky blue dress shirt, dark blue dress coat, and gray dress pants. To the right of him is unknown white male, then Scott Strauss, then FDLE Commissioner Mark Glass, FDLE Director of Executive Investigations Scott McInerney, and Chief of Staff (CoS) Shane Desguin. CoS Desguin is not visible on the camera, because [Redacted] At 2:03 on the video, a white/female wearing a black jacket, red shirt, and black pants enters the room [Redacted] She sits [Redacted] She is identified as unknown white female.

According to video "sickperson92322#27", at the one (1) second mark, Antonacci is seen leaving the Room via the [Redacted] The door closes behind him and the meeting continues.
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View from Camera:
According to the date/time stamp on video "Came Sep 22-23" on September 23, 2022 at approximately 1:46:27, Antonacci exits the Room when he falls and appears to strike his head on the door on the left wall. The hallway appears to be no foul play in the Room or hallway. At approximately 2:10:05 pm, FDLE Comm. Glass appears to notice Antonacci down the hallway to his aid.

Inv. Stribling obtained the 911 audio phone call when the Governor's Office employee called for medical help for Antonacci. The audio recording is 5 minutes and 51 seconds in length. The call begins with the 911 operator asks for the address of the emergency and the caller advising "The Capitol/The Governor's Office" and that she needs a defibrillator. She further advised that Capitol Police are coming, she is not sure what happened and they are calling for a defibrillator. She advised that the people on scene think the sick person in the hallway may be having a heart attack and Capitol Police are running to the scene. The caller advised that she is not with the patient, but at The caller asked people who are in area of the sick person how old he is, and the caller states that "in his 70's" and that he is on a defibrillator. The caller was asked if the sick person was awake, and she advised "No". She was also asked if he was breathing, and the caller advised that they are doing CPR. The Dispatcher advised the caller that she was sending the paramedics the information at that time. The caller asked the Dispatcher when the ambulance was coming in. The Dispatcher advised they were coming down Monroe. The Dispatcher advised the caller that EMS was pulling up on scene at that time and asked the caller to let her know when they arrive at the patient. The caller advised the dispatcher that EMS is on scene and the call ends shortly after that.

Related Item:
13- Capitol Building security videos, Capitol Police CAD Notes, Capitol Police Dispatch Audio, and 911 Call.

No further information at this time.
On September 23, 2022, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) Tallahassee Regional Operations Center (TROC) responded to the Florida State Capitol Building located at 400 South Monroe Street located in Tallahassee, Florida in reference to a death in the building. A male subject, who was attending a meeting in the Capitol, was found unresponsive. The male subject was transported by Leon County Emergency Medical Services to Tallahassee Memorial Hospital (TMH) where he was pronounced deceased by medical staff. Initial investigation indicated that the death was the result of a medical condition.

This investigative report will document the response to Tallahassee Memorial Hospital (TMH) regarding the death of Peter Victor Antonacci.

On September 23, 2022, Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) Special Agent Supervisor (SAS) Dave Wilson contacted and requested FDLE Special Agent (SA) Sean Wheeler to respond to TMH to assist with the death investigation of Peter Antonacci. SA Wheeler responded and contacted the emergency room charge nurse Debbie whom provided the following information.

Peter Antonacci was transported to THM emergency room (ER) via Leon County EMS unit medic 17. On the ambulance were the following paramedics; Andrew Hebding, Raquib Brown, and Michael Adams. Antonacci was in cardiac arrest and was pronounced deceased by ER Doctor Escobar at 1447 hours. According to Peter Antonacci’s wife Anne Longman and Antonacci’s primary care Doctor Stacy Groll, Antonacci had a long history of heart disease and cardiac issues that resulted in several surgeries. Based off this medical history Dr. Groll was willing and did sign off on the death certificate.

SA Wheeler examined the body and noted a small scrape on the top of the head. No other injuries were discovered or observed. SA Wheeler documented the body via digital images.

SA Wheeler contacted Medical Examiner Dr. Lisa Flannagan and informed her of the situation. Based on the medical history and the fact the Dr. Groll was willing to sign off on the death certificate, Dr. Flannagan was willing to release the body.
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SA Wheeler placed the digital images into Related Items as item number INV–3 in this case.

This investigation continues.
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On September 23, 2022, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) Tallahassee Regional Operations Center (TROC) responded to the Florida State Capitol Building located at 400 South Monroe Street located in Tallahassee, Florida in reference to a death in the building. A male subject, who was attending a meeting in the Capitol, was found unresponsive. The male subject was transported by Leon County Emergency Medical Services to Tallahassee Memorial Hospital (TMH) where he was pronounced deceased by medical staff. Initial investigation indicated that the death was the result of a medical condition.

Specifically, this Investigative Report will document and summarize interviews conducted with FDLE Command Staff.

On September 23, 2022, FDLE Special Agent (SA) Larry Shallar and SA Logan Wilcox, and FDLE Capitol Police Investigator (Inv.) Douglas Stribling conducted interviews on members of the FDLE Command Staff in the Training Room located at FDLE Headquarters in Tallahassee, Florida. The interviews were digitally recorded by SA Shallar. Members of FDLE Command Staff statements are synopsized as follows. For full details, refer to the audio located in the related items section of this case file.

FDLE Commissioner Mark Glass:

Commissioner Glass stated he was attending a meeting with several people. Commissioner Glass stated Peter Victor Antonacci was present during the meeting. Commissioner Glass stated during the meeting Mr. Antonacci got up and left the meeting at approximately 1:45 PM. Commissioner Glass stated the meeting continued and at approximately 2:10 PM, the General Counsel Ryan Newman was leaving the meeting. Commissioner Glass stated he needed to talk with the General Counsel in the hallway about other issues so both of them stepped out into the hallway. Commissioner Glass stated they were talking there for approximately a minute or so and General Counsel Newman started to depart when he looked down the hallway toward the
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doorway going into [redacted]. Commissioner Glass stated when looking down the hallway he observed what appeared to be dark slacks and black shoes laying on the ground toes face down. Commissioner Glass stated he observed from the hip back and he looked at General Counsel Newman asking if that was Mr. Antonacci who was in the meeting. Commissioner Glass stated General Counsel Newman and he ran over there, immediately rolled the subject over and identified him as Mr. Antonacci.

Commissioner Glass stated he immediately rolled Mr. Antonacci on his left side putting him in the breathing position to allow him to get maximum air. Commissioner Glass stated he put Mr. Antonacci’s right leg up high, opening up his airway. Commissioner Glass stated Mr. Antonacci’s face was purple and blue. Commissioner Glass stated General Counsel Newman ran out to call 911 (Emergency Services) and he rolled Mr. Antonacci on his back. Commissioner Glass stated he checked Mr. Antonacci’s pulse and he did not have one. Commissioner Glass stated he yelled for FDLE Chief of Staff Sean Desguin, who was inside the conference room, to assist while Commissioner Glass initiated chest compressions on Mr. Antonacci. Commissioner Glass stated he yelled for Chief of Staff Desguin again who responded along with FDLE Director Scott McInerney. Commissioner Glass stated he requested assistance with Mr. Antonacci airway and also requested an AED (automated external defibrillator). Commissioner Glass stated he was relieved from doing chest compressions by Chief of Staff Desguin and FDLE Capitol Police arrived on scene. Commissioner Glass stated when Capitol Police arrived on scene they initiated the breathing bag (artificial manual breathing unit) on Mr. Antonacci. Commissioner Glass stated the AED was applied and it ran through its assessment of the patient advising no shock. Commissioner Glass stated the AED pads were repositioned and the AED still advised no shock, they continued to do chest compressions on Mr. Antonacci.

Commissioner Glass stated the only injury observed on Mr. Antonacci was a small laceration on his forehead. Commissioner Glass stated when the video footage was reviewed, Mr. Antonacci was observed hitting the door frame when he collapsed.

Commissioner Glass stated Mr. Antonacci was agitated during the whole meeting but he never observed any signs of Mr. Antonacci having a medical issue. Commissioner Glass stated Mr. Antonacci just stood up and exited the meeting.

FDLE Chief of Staff Shane Desguin:

Chief of Staff Desguin stated he was attending a meeting dealing with an election topic with a group made up of individuals from FDLE, Department of State, and Governor’s Office. Chief of Staff Desguin stated about thirty minutes into the meeting, Mr. Antonacci got up and left the room. Chief of Staff Desguin stated about ten minutes later General Counsel Newman had to exit the meeting in order to attend another meeting and Commissioner Glass walked out with him to discuss separate topic.

Chief of Staff Desguin stated a few minutes after they both walked out of the conference room, he heard Commissioner Glass yell his first name, “Shane”. Chief of Staff Desguin stated a few seconds later he heard Commissioner Glass yell, “Shane I need your help”. Chief of Staff Desguin stated he knew at that point something was wrong based on Commissioner Glass’ tone of voice and due to him hearing a thud at some point. Chief of Staff Desguin stated he got
up and advised everyone to stay in the room because he didn’t know if Commissioner Glass was hurt or someone had breached the Governor’s Office.

Chief of Staff Desguin stated he went in order to deal with whatever it may be on the other side. Chief of Staff Desguin stated as he exited the door he started to remove his duty firearm from its holster but returned his duty firearm to its holster when he exited the door and observed Commissioner Glass on his knees over Mr. Antonacci, who had a wound to his right forehead that was bleeding.

Chief of Staff Desguin stated Commissioner Glass looked at him and stated he was not breathing get 911 (Emergency Services) and an AED (automated external defibrillator). Chief of Staff Desguin stated he exited the hallway and contacted requesting 911 (Fire / Rescue) and an AED from Capitol Police immediately, advising there is a medical emergency with a subject down in the hallway.

Chief of Staff Desguin stated he returned back to Commissioner Glass who was doing chest compressions on Mr. Antonacci. Chief of Staff Desguin stated Commissioner Glass advised him to adjust Mr. Antonacci’s airway to make sure it was open. Chief of Staff Desguin stated they continued chest compressions until Capitol Police arrived with an AED. Chief of Staff Desguin stated the AED was applied and activated and advised it could not produce a shock. Chief of Staff Desguin stated Commissioner Glass and he rotated chest compressions on Mr. Antonacci for approximately six to eight minutes. Chief of Staff Desguin stated they initiated an Ambu Bag (artificial manual breathing unit) on Mr. Antonacci. Chief of Staff Desguin stated at some point in the rotation when Commissioner Glass took over, he exited to inquire about the location of the ambulance. Chief of Staff Desguin stated he encountered rescue personnel when exiting the building and escorted them to the scene while providing patient’s information. Chief of Staff Desguin stated once EMS was on scene they took over medical care on Mr. Antonacci.

Chief of Staff Desguin stated Mr. Antonacci had a straight laceration on his forehead from possibly hitting the corner of a door, his eyes were dilated and fixed open, his color of skin appeared to be gray / blue, his lips were gray, he had a scar from the neck line to the abdomen, his bladder had released (soiled himself).

Chief of Staff Desguin stated during CPR he talked to Mr. Antonacci but never observed any signs of life (movement / vitals).

Chief of Staff Desguin stated during the meeting Mr. Antonacci had moments of being frustrated with parts of the meeting or the way the meeting was going.

FDLE Director Scott McInerney:

Director McInerney stated there was a meeting scheduled today that involved the Office of Elections Crime, FDLE’s Election Crime Unit, and other members of the Governor’s Staff. Director McInerney stated they arrived and there was a group of people in the conference room to include Mr. Antonacci who is the Director of the Office of Elections Crime & Security. Director McInerney stated Mr. Antonacci is someone who he interacts with on a regular basis.
Director McInerney stated while attending the meeting there was a back and forth discussion with everyone involved in the discussion. Director McInerney stated Mr. Antonacci was participating in the discussion. Director McInernay stated at some point in the discussion Mr. Antonacci abruptly got up from his seat and walked out of the meeting. Director McInerney stated he did not observe anything going on with Mr. Antonacci when he exited but stated that Mr. Antonacci was agitated at times during the meeting. Director McInerney stated he did not observe any signs of Mr. Antonacci having a medical issue.

Director McInerney stated the meeting continued and after approximately twenty minutes after Mr. Antonacci exited the meeting, Commissioner Glass exited the meeting to take care of something outside the room. Director McInerney stated a little while after Commissioner Glass exited the room he heard Commissioner Glass calling Chief of Staff Desguin by his first name (Shane) loudly like something was wrong. Director McInerney stated the first thing they thought of was a possible active shooter. Director McInerney stated they unholstered their duty weapons and proceeded to the room. Director McInerney stated the room had approximately ten to fifteen people in it and they were giving them directions to stay back. Director McInerney stated some of the individuals began to get under the conference room table.

Director McInerney stated when they got there they could see there wasn’t a threat and Commissioner Glass was asking for EMS (Emergency Medical Services) and performing CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) on Mr. Antonacci.

Director McInerney stated Capitol Police was notified and responding. Director McInerney stated he went out to make sure Capitol Police had everything ready to receive EMS when they arrived. Director McInerney stated he responded back to the scene and Capitol Police had taken over CPR on Mr. Antonacci until EMS arrived. Director McInerney stated Mr. Antonacci did not appear to have any signs of life and he had an injury to his head. Director McInerney stated the AED was applied and activated but advised no shock.

A copy of the audio recording of the interview with FDLE Commissioner Mark Glass will be electronically maintained in the related item section of this case file as INV-10.

A copy of the audio recording of the interview with FDLE Chief of Staff Shane Desguin will be electronically maintained in the related item section of this case file as INV-11.

A copy of the audio recording of the interview with FDLE Director Scott McInerney will be electronically maintained in the related item section of this case file as INV-12.

No further information, end page.
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On September 23, 2022, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) Tallahassee Regional Operations Center (TROC) responded to the Florida State Capitol Building at 400 South Monroe Street in Tallahassee, Florida, in reference to a death in the building. A male subject attending a meeting in the Capitol was found unresponsive. Leon County Emergency Medical Services transported the male subject to Tallahassee Memorial Hospital (TMH), where he was pronounced deceased by medical staff. Initial investigation indicated that the death was the result of a medical condition.

This report was written to document the actions of the Capitol Police Officer that responded to Peter F. Antonacci for a medical emergency. The following is a summarized interview of the officers and should not be considered a verbatim transcript of their interview. The recording of each officer’s interviews is attached to this report.

Interview with Officer David Zimmerman
On September 23, 2022 at approximately 2:14 p.m. Officer Zimmerman responded to a male, later identified as Peter F Antonacci, at the Capitol building being provided CPR.

Antonacci was on his back with his chest exposed. AED pads were applied to his chest. Officer Zimmerman observed Officer Rice providing chest compressions and Officer Saddler providing rescue breaths via Bag-Valve-Mask (BVM). FDLE Commissioner Mark Glass was on scene and communicating with the Officers performing CPR.

An AED was on the scene and applied to Antonacci. The officers on the scene told Officer Zimmerman that there was "no shock advised" per the AED before Officer Zimmerman’s arrival. Officer Zimmerman switched with Officer Saddler and took over rescue breaths. Officer Zimmerman worked with Officer Rice to continue CPR.

Officer Zimmerman noticed a minor injury with some blood noted on Antonacci’s forehead. The injury was not actively bleeding and appeared to be controlled on its own, according to Officer Zimmerman.

The Tallahassee Fire Department (TFD) arrived on the scene, and Officer Zimmerman passed
Officer Zimmerman switched to chest compressions.

Officer Zimmerman assisted TFD and LCEMS Med unit 17 with placing a board under Antonacci’s back so the medical personnel could attach their automated CPR machine. Officer Zimmerman was relieved from chest compressions by the medical personnel.

Officer Zimmerman assisted TFD and EMS with carrying their equipment to the ambulance in the courtyard. Antonacci was transported to Tallahassee Memorial Hospital.

The interview was concluded with Officer Zimmerman at approximately 4:49 p.m.

A copy of the interview was uploaded and is electronically maintained as related item INV-4.

**Interview with Cpl. Clyde Merritt**

On September 23, 2022, at approximately 2:14 p.m. Cpl. Clyde Merritt responded in reference to a subject later identified as Antonacci needing medical attention.

Upon arrival Cpl. Merritt observed FDLE Commissioner Glass, FDLE Chief of Staff Shane Desguin, and other Capitol Police Officers performing CPR. CoS Desguin informed Cpl. Merritt that they needed EMS.

Cpl. Merritt responded to the chain gate on Monroe Street to let responding TFD and EMS units into the Capitol area. Cpl. Merritt reminded in the area until EMS and TFD units left the Capitol.

The interview with Cpl. Merritt was concluded at approximately 4:49 p.m. A copy of the recorded interview was uploaded and is electronically maintained as INV-5.

**Interview with Officer William Sadler**

On September 23, 2022, at approximately 2:14 p.m. Officer Sadler responded in reference to a subject later identified as Antonacci needing medical attention.

Officer Sadler responded with a medical bag. Officer Sadler observed Antonacci on his back while CoS Desguin and Officer Rice performed CPR. Officer Sadler noted that an AED was hooked up and advised “no shock.”

Officer Sadler took the Bag-Valve-Mask, provided rescue breaths with the BVM, and assisted with chest compressions until Tallahassee Fire and EMS units arrived. Officer Sadler cleared the pathway for EMS and later returned the medical bag.

Officer Sadler was advised to follow EMS units to TMH with a marked patrol vehicle. Officer Sadler stated that he had a passenger that worked with Antonacci but did not remember the male’s name.

While at the hospital, Officer Sadler was told by the doctor that Antonacci had passed away. Officer Sadler did not observe any signs of foul play or any injuries that would indicate anything other than a health-related injury.
The interview with Officer Sadler was concluded at approximately 4:59 p.m.

A copy of the interview was uploaded and is electronically maintained as INV-6.

**Interview with Officer Michael Roland**

On September 23, 2022, at approximately 2:14 p.m. Officer Roland was working and assisted Officer Rice in providing him with an AED. Officer Roland did not respond to the incident location.

The interview with Officer Roland ended at approximately 5:02 p.m.

A copy of the interview was uploaded and is electronically maintained as related item INV-7.

**Interview with Officer Timothy Rice**

On September 23, 2022, at approximately 2:14 p.m. Officer Timothy Rice responded in reference to a subject later identified as Antonacci needing medical attention.

Officer Rice saw Antonacci lying on the ground and observed Commissioner Glass performing CPR. Officer Rice retrieved an AED from Officer Roland and returned to Antonacci. Officer Rice placed the AED pads onto Antonacci’s body. Officer Rice stated that the AED said, “no shock advised.

Officer Rice assisted with CPR. He provided four to five sets of chest compressions and approximately three sets of breaths. Officer Rice estimated that he assisted with CPR approximately five to ten minutes before EMS units arrived.

Once EMS arrived, Officer Rice allowed EMS units to take over CPR and life saving efforts. Officer Rice removed Antonacci’s wallet to verify his identification. Officer Rice turned over Antonucci’s wallet and identification to the EMS personnel.

The interview with Officer Rice was concluded at approximately 11:16 a.m on September 28, 2022.

A copy of the interview was uploaded and is electronically maintained as INV-8.

**Interview with Sgt. Jeff Tharp**

On September 23, 2022, at approximately 2:14 p.m. Sgt. Jeff Tharp responded in reference to a subject later identified as Antonacci needing medical attention.

When Sgt. Tharp arrived CofS Deguin and officer Rice were performing CPR. Sgt. Tharp stated he did not perform CPR or render medical aid, however, Sgt. Tharp assisted officers performing CPR with any of their needs.
Sgt. Tharp did not observe any indications of foul play or injuries indicating anything other than Antonacci having health issues.

The interview with Officer Rice was concluded at approximately 11:27 a.m. on September 28, 2022.

A copy of the interview was uploaded and is electronically maintained as INV-9.
On September 23, 2022, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) Tallahassee Regional Operations Center (TROC) responded to the Florida State Capitol Building located at 400 South Monroe Street located in Tallahassee, Florida in reference to a death in the building. A male subject, who was attending a meeting in the Capitol, was found unresponsive. The male subject was transported by Leon County Emergency Medical Services to Tallahassee Memorial Hospital (TMH) where he was pronounced deceased by medical staff. Initial investigation indicated that the death was the result of a medical condition.

Specifically, this Investigative Report will document the summary and closure of FDLE Tallahassee Regional Operations Center (TROC) response to the Florida State Capitol Building located in Tallahassee, Florida for a death investigation.

On September 23, 2022, Special Agent (SA) Larry Shallar, SA Logan Wilcox, and FDLE Capitol Police Investigator (Inv.) Douglas Stribling arrived at the Florida State Capitol Building located at 400 South Monroe Street, Tallahassee, Florida in reference to the death of Peter Victor Antonacci.

On September 23, 2022, FDLE Special Agents conducted witness interviews, obtained photographs, reviewed video footage, and collected documents related to the death investigation.

On September 23, 2022, SA Sean Wheeler responded to Tallahassee Memorial Healthcare (TMH) where he was advised that Mr. Antonacci was pronounced deceased by Emergency Room Doctor Escobar at 2:47 PM. SA Wheeler then contacted Mr. Antonacci’s Primary Care Physician, Doctor Stacy Groll who signed off on Mr. Antonacci’s death certificate due to a long history of heart disease and cardiac issues that resulted in several surgeries.

On Monday, September 26, 2022, FDLE Inv. Stribling collected the SmartCAD notes, Dispatch audio files, phone call audio recordings, camera footage from cameras and camera Inv. Stribling also collected a portion of the video when the meeting starts.

On September 29, 2022, SA Shallar completed and closed this investigation due to Mr. FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
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Antonacci death occurring from natural causes. The investigation revealed no suspicious circumstances surrounding the death of Mr. Antonacci’s.

No further information, the case is closed and there is no evidence retained by FDLE.
LS